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HELPING TO CORRECT THE LIES WHICH PERPETUATE HOMELESSNESS

.

News Overload every June/July. New Storage Center and Housing Navigation Center each
have plusses and minuses. Primary Elections: San Diego Lost. Mexican Elections?
Politics: Photo of Nazi Morena poster is part of the Communist Party flyers and leaflets in Tijuana. Story on Mexican Elections in this issue, page 3.
In This Issue: (1) Administrative, Elections, Lead Editorial on the current Homeless issues. (2) Meetings, Cartoon. (3) Mexican Elections, News Media & Other News, Snide Comments.

When practical to post an advanced preview, view
this newspaper becoming assembled at
NZ9F.com/SDHNpreview. • Comment before or
after publication at nz9f@hotmail.com, or
Facebook.Com/John.Kitchin1. Donations are
accepted at Paypal.Com , Account
nz9f@hotmail.com.

Correction, Thanks,
Apology, Feedback
Correction:

We gave the figure of the tents not
helping any more than 1% of the homeless, which
was a typographical error and should have been 10%.
The point made was that most homeless are not
being helped by any current plans, not because
they refuse help, but because those plans were
designed only for people who “fit” about a dozen
different “plans”. There is currently NO help for
over 50% of our homeless, nor is there currently any
new proposed help for those who do not fit the
“plans”.
These plans deal with drug addiction,
alcoholism, mental illness, veterans, children, the
elderly, handicaps, violent crime, and a few more
causes, but most homeless do not fit into any of those
categories.
People are homeless because the
cheapest rent is more than jobs pay.

Thanks

to all those who donated money and/or
useful items to help recover from the major fire at our
offices. Thanks especially to Kathryn Rhodes, Think
Dignity, Jim Lovell, and Mark Smith.

Apologies that I have been far behind in my work
here, with some loss of interest in it. I lost interest in
being alive nearly a year ago, which is how
homelessness goes. Much has to do with my being
prevented from getting my prescribed psychiatric
medicines for Dopamine-Related ADD (Attention
Deficit Disorder), a disease caused by my becoming a
Religious Victim. It only consists of a chemical
imbalance in my brain, and does not affect my work,
but it greatly affects how much fun or pain life is. I am
doing my best to survive, dating a 20-year-old.

Feedback

Tom Theisen, former Chair of RTFH
(Regional Task Force on the Homeless) made this
comment on the Advance (Provisional) Edition of this
issue: Tom Theisen: “Hi John. I am out of town for
the next 6 months. Took a quick look at your
proposed newsletter, and generally liked it. My only
comment was that there was no mention of the
games RTFH played with the point in time count
numbers. Lisa Halverstadt did a real nice story on
this. Rather than going down by 8%, the number of
homeless has probably increased since last year.”
Article
by
Lisa
Halverstadt:
https://www.voiceofsandiego.org/topics/government/of
ficials-excluded-hundreds-of-homeless-san-diegansfrom-latest-homeless-census/
• We estimate (San
Diego Homeless News) that the real number of
homeless increased by 900 in the past year,
instead of the usual 700 per year. See “Numbers”
in the lower-right of this page.
Also in Feedback, there is still not room nor time to
answer some of the questions regarding the alien
planets and life forms, so that will have to wait until an
edition with more available space and time. Sorry.

JUNE LEAD EDITORIAL

The Big Election is
Over: San Diego Lost
Change will be minimal or not at all, with our
government continuing to be 5 times more corrupt
than Tijuana.
We speak of Politicians losing
elections, but it really isn’t they who win or lose. It is
We The People. A low voter turnout, apathy that
anything useful can be done, pessimism, burnout, and
even Big Money Politics is to blame. It is your fault,
San Diego Voter, that we will continue to have 700
more homeless each year for the next 8 years, just
like the past 16 years. It is your fault that a large
percentage of our Black population will be unfairly
Racially targeted and sent to jail. It is your fault that
MTS will continue to become more Racist and the
San Diego Police more violent and corrupt.
It is your fault, San Diego Voter, that the cheapest
apartment rentals (non-subsidized) will continue to
cost more than jobs pay. It is your fault that people
get unemployed and end up living on the sidewalk,
with NO HELP that is real help available for most. It
is also your fault that the San Diego City Pension
Fund has thoroughly bankrupted the City. It is your
fault that nobody can get a decent job even after
completing a college education. It is your fault that
both tourism and businesses are failing.
It’s your fault that San Diego will be forced into
Chapter Nine Municipal Bankruptcy, even before the
Real Estate Bubble bursts, cutting housing prices in
half. All of this could have been prevented, but no
more. You drank the poison and now wonder why
you are so sick. The future will use for-profit and nonprofit prisons, privately owned, to house a large
percentage of San Diegans, private prisons being
something that our corrupt leaders and their friends
and families can make money on.
It’s sad news but you can delude yourself by being In
Denial.
Stop blaming the government.
Blame
yourself for being so stupid as to believe what you
believe and vote the way you do.
Dr. John Kitchin, NZ9F, for the Homeless Editorial
Board, in Representation of the San Diego Homeless.
JULY LEAD EDITORIAL

The State of the
Homeless Issue: A
Historical Perspective on
Homeless Innovations
As homelessness becomes more complex, its history
and the mechanics of its operation require more and
more editorial enlightenment so that people can
understand it. Simple it is not. Above all, the press
and media need to have reporters that understand the
issues, so that they can provide adequate and
unbiased coverage of the news as it applies to
poverty. As the de-facto Historian Laureate of the
San Diego homeless issue, 30 years an advocate and
11 years homeless myself, with 9 years Editor and/or

Publisher of the San Diego Homeless News, my task
is clear. Educate.
Every 8 years, when the position of District Attorney
comes up for new election, the City and County each
give undesired and not-needed expensive things to
the homeless. In 2010, six years into the Great
Recession of 2004, there was a push to establish a
new type of prison here, popular in Los Angeles.
PATH, Persons Assisting (or Ass-kicking) the
Homeless, wanted one of their inhumane prisons
here, and Underground Press from all over the state
and nation were at the City Council meetings
involved, trying to block PATH because of their
reputation in Los Angeles.
Out of the fracas which resulted was born the San
Diego Homeless News. We were not able to block
PATH Connections Housing, but were able to lobby
successfully for their being run locally by Alpha
Project, which at that time was one of the most
humane institutions in San Diego, despite their Baptist
affiliations. Traditionally, Baptists have blamed poor
people for poverty and suggested that punishment is
appropriate for that blame, meting out some form of
emotional torture. Many more commit Indirect Suicide
than become converts. “Connections” Housing is an
appropriate name, as the word is used by the poor
and dispossessed as a reference to the institutions
and drug and Mafia gangsters who pimp for rich
people. (Admiring my eloquence.)
That was 2010, the last time we had a
“Reorganization” election before our June 2018 one.
Key positions such as Sheriff, DA, and key City and
County districts were up for grabs. In 2018 there
were four times as many homeless (in truth but not in
fake propaganda statistics), so the City moved to
pacify its critics on the homeless issue.
Mayor Faulconer, who had closed the circus tent
shelters after the departure of Mayor Filner, reopened the tents. Other programs curtailed after
Filner, such as sleeping in cars, were also re-opened.
This year, the homeless got a new Sherman Heights
Black Ghetto Possessions Storage Center, and a new
Housing Navigation Center in the Father Joe’s
Villages Ghetto, near 14th and Imperial, downtown.
Both are within the old “Bottoms Ghetto” where
traditionally all the San Diego homeless were forced
to move to the past 30 years. It used to begin on 6 th
Avenue, right in the present Gaslamp District.

Now, several issues, one at a time:
NUMBERS: The number of homeless increased by
900 last year instead of the usual 700 per year,
because some of the housing money was used for
other programs, such as the rubber tents. Normally,
the 1,000 low-income housing units torn down each
year are replaced by 300 new low-income units, but
there were only 100 new units in 2017, leading to 900
new homeless instead of the usual 700 per year. Is
this bad? Well, hundreds of homeless had tent
shelters and such as a result. It is not progress, of
course, because there has never been any.
MONEY: There will never be enough money to end
the homeless problem in San Diego because the City
and its largest Slum-Lord, Father Joe’s Villages, insist
on spending a minimum of $300,000 for each and
every one homeless housed. What? Okay, do the
math on our last year’s 17,500 (best true estimate)
un-housed Categories One, Two, and Three

homeless (*), and the minimum cost to house us
using present means adds up to $5.25 Billion
dollars, plus an extra $270 Million a year for the 900
new homeless coming in since last year.

Of those 300 of the 1,000 who get “housing”, half of
them (150) get rooms or apartments in invasive noprivacy check-in-at-the-main-desk restrictive hotels,
but it is, nonetheless, “real” housing, sort of.

* Definitions of the different types of homeless are on
Preview
Page,
low
down
it,
at
NZ9F.com/SDHNpreview.

The other 150 of those 300 who get housing receive
“fake housing” in poverty jails, internment camps,
rubber circus tents, Hitler-camps, or the back seat of
an old Buick. Ah, the luxury of old cars. Some of
these folks are “housed” in County Jail, too, which can
cost over a billion dollars a year of your money. This
money could be better spent building Convention
Center expansions or even new stadiums, right?
Someday all of San Diego’s poor will live in private
prisons. And, all this ends with Loss of Citizenship for
being homeless, resulting in Deportation. That’s
better than the Nazi Stalags and Russian Gulags that
seem to be upcoming first.

Whoever is doing the math on all this couldn’t balance
a checkbook. Tiny Homes, proposed by Amikas.Org
and earlier (2011) by Floyd Morrow (who helped end
homelessness in Tijuana) would cost only $2,000 per
homeless person housed, which is $35 million total,
but under our present system that $35 million would
only house 100 homeless, not 17,500. Get real,
okay? Fire your Accountant. That helps everybody.
Cooking government books never produced anything
useful. The real current number of homeless is last
year’s 17,500, plus 900 since then, or 18,400. I
welcome your disagreement, too.
ILLEGAL LODGING: The City was ordered by the
Federal Court System to allow the homeless to sleep
overnight unmolested by Fake Outreach, between the
hours of 9 PM to 5:30 AM, 7 nights a week, forever.
This was since modified to exclude downtown San
Diego, and you can only be ticketed for Illegal
Lodging if there are no shelter beds available. That
proviso was to get San Diego to build more shelters.
Instead City contracted with shelters to keep some
beds vacant, so that they would always have “vacant
beds”, although none of them can become filled, and
shelters turn people away, not giving them those
vacant beds. These beds must remain vacant, per
contract. Full? No. Space is available, but no one
will be accepted into the shelter to use those vacant
beds, because they must remain vacant, by
agreement with the City of San Diego. Understand?
Your tax money in action!
POSSESSIONS: Now we have the same thing likely
to occur with storage of street possessions. The City
may now warn just 3 hours in advance of mass
destruction of street-homes instead of the 72 hours (3
days) required previously for the past 8 years or so.
So, the City can force homeless to move every 3
hours, but where? The next block down? They can
only do this if there is a storage area for those
possessions that has space available. So, of course,
there will be storage space contracted to be
available but which no one may use. Same scam
as the shelter beds that are vacant but not available.
The biggest abuse possible (the City always looks for
those kind of loopholes) is for homeless in La Jolla to
be forced far away into Black Sherman Heights via
the Three Hour Harassment Plan. No word on that
abuse, but the rumor is that homeless can only be
forced to move 4 to 6 city blocks, so maybe La Jolla
wants a homeless storage center there, to get all the
junk off the streets. Good plan, but with huge abuse
potential, and the City makes sure it abuses each and
every legal loophole to its maximum.
A current abuse recently uncovered is that the
new storage bins at the new Sherman Heights
homeless storage facility are too small to be
useful.
Our biggest need for storage is at the Downtown
Library, so homeless can use it without placing all
their belongings at risk outside. And, of course, wi-fi
needs to be turned on 24/7, too. Oh, you want there
to be wi-fi in Sherman Heights, instead? Moving the
homeless has even more opposition than leaving
us in our long-ago designated area, The Bottoms
of East Village. If you bought real estate, were
you not warned? I see both negatives and positives
in the new homeless storage 3-hour-notice plan.
HOUSING NAVIGATION CENTER: Navigate what
housing? The rubber tents cost the same per person
as the least expensive apartments or rooms in San
Diego, about $425 per person per week. Who is
making huge money on the rubber tents? How are
the books being cooked? This is government, not
Enron. The accounting sucks so bad that the fraud
and waste are obvious. Fairy tales do not solve
economic issues.
Back on point, a Housing Navigation Center can only
find real housing, but we do not have any. The Town
Hall Meeting held June 20 (See “Meetings”, next
group of articles) regarding this issue had the Mayor’s
Representative suggesting that we need to re-define
“housing” to include rubber circus tents, Hitler-camps,
poverty prisons, and other schemes. Well, we largely
already did that, but it didn’t change the real numbers.

Here is the Homeless Issue, for Dummies:
The City tore down 1,000 low-income housing units
each year for the past 20 years, and 4,000 during the
building of Petco Park. FACT.
Of the 1,000 additional homeless created by those
1,000 units torn down, 300 get new “housing” every
year, the other 700 being flushed onto the sidewalk.
This makes 700 new homeless each and every year
for the past 20 years. FACT.

Nothing is getting better, only sneakier. There are
over ten times the suicides (Direct or Indirect) than
County admits. Stuff like this, and Police Brutality,
along with the mysterious deaths in the County Jail,
are why it is important to have a corrupt District
Attorney.
After all, you might want to murder
someone in Coronado (or County Jail) and make it
just look like a suicide, right?
Currently, attorneys are intimidated into not proving
the corruption, lest they be murdered or disbarred.
Mexico is the same way. When we say that San
Diego is 5 times as corrupt as Tijuana, we are talking
dollar-value, of course, because there is no other way
to measure it. There is more money in real estate
corruption in San Diego than drug corruption in
Tijuana.
Sorry about the slight ramble, but that was necessary,
to fit all of the related homeless issues into a single
editorial. This was an editing nightmare.

Action shots called: Vote out all Incumbents,
so as to not reward failure. Support the Sherman
Heights residents and East Village Residents in our
disapproval of the new Homeless Storage and
Housing Navigation Centers. Complain about so
much tax money wasted. Rework all of the fake
accounting on the homeless issue to make it less of a
laugh or at least less obvious as a fraud, okay? None
of these things are something to laugh about. Keep it
real, the opposite of the City Propaganda Dept.
Collaborative Project of the San Diego Homeless
Editorial Board, edited by Dr. John Kitchin, NZ9F.
SIDE SHIT: The Housing Navigation Center is really
a Services Center, not housing, helping to find what
program, if any, that a particular homeless person will
fit. Over 50% fit no program at all.
This begs the problem that “housing” will be found in
an abusive (religious) setting, seeking to use Human
Spirituality (blood and semen in food) to brainwash
and hypnotize the less-intelligent into beliefs in the
bible, religion, Jesus, heaven, hell, Satan, and other
complete nonsense. VOMIT NOW. It all reeks of the
British Bar trying to regulate religion and the news
media, prohibiting Free Press and Repressive of AntiRoyalty ideas. We killed a lot of those Racist,
Classist, Slave-holder Queen Motherfucker Brits back
around 1776. Australia was actually a prison camp
for poor people unjustly convicted of Trumped-up
“crimes”, hence the term “Kangaroo Court”. Here in
the Americas people were burned to death for being
“witches” instead. British Empire Imperialism (sounds
redundant to me) sought to steal all of the land,
people, and resources in the whole world, and our
fucked-up military, Racism, Sexism, anti-LGBT,
Classist puke are holdovers from these royal
assholes.

___________________________________________

Real Estate Department:

Affordable Housing Now
Available in San Diego!
• Windowless Design keeps out the putrid
toilet-free downtown stink and stench from
car and truck exhaust, urine, feces,
construction, discarded food, and body
odors • Noise-Resistant to deaden the car
horns, bus and trolley noise, dogs barking,
neighbors arguing, construction noise, and
drunk tourists late at night • It’s Vomit
Resistant! • Hides the view of the ugly
construction-filled skyline • Great ground
level view of Downtown! • Entry ladder and
mattress included, a $6,000 extra value! • A
steal at just $6.2 million!
___________________________________________

MEETINGS, CONTINUED

The Basic Dignity Coalition also met July
5 with 11 present. • Over 200 people were helped at
the Summer Survival Stuff give-away, plus pet foods
were given out and there was a free veterinarian. The
next give-away of basic needs will be between
Thanksgiving and early December. • Think Dignity
sponsored a Teach-In in Southeast San Diego,
covering arrest rights, immigration rights, and more. •
Today’s main topic is the decriminalization of
homelessness. A lot of problems with tickets given by
MTS on the trolley, and Think Dignity has advocated
discounted passes for the poor and homeless, since
MTS does not collect any money on the tickets issued
now. There has not been much cooperation. • Also,
on decriminalization advocacy, here is the plan: 1.)
Humanize the homeless. Talk to them. 2.) Volunteer
with an agency. 3.) Attend City Council Meetings.
4.) Call out local officials via telephone or letter. 5.)
Use the Social Media for a grassroots effort. 6.)
Document police harassment. • It was lamented that
all of the work that went into the Portland Loos did not
shift the culture at all. • A new poverty slogan that is
now being circulated: Love is for Suckers. Gay
Pride Parade is Sat. July 14, 11 AM, and we march
with ACLU. • The City of San Diego Homeless
Committee meets July 30, 9 AM, 12th floor of City
Hall, 3rd and C. ♦♦♦♦♦♦

Meetings
The Basic Dignity Coalition

met June 7,
2018, at the Monicker Warehouse in East Village,
downtown San Diego. 19 were present, which is well
above average for this time of year. The group
included 3 attorneys, 3 press, 4 Blacks (rare) and 8
new people (also rare). • The Tony Diaz case which
challenged the Constitutionality of San Diego’s ban on
sleeping in cars has been lost. • The other lawsuit on
the car sleeping topic will proceed in court, a Class
Action suit by Disability Rights California. • There are
now ten shower sites. ThinkDignity.org. • It was
again pointed out that MTS granting Disability status
for bus and trolley use is very complicated and
probably violates HIPAA.
When applying for a
disability permit, use NCTD, North County Transit
District, which follows applicable laws. • Summer
Survival distribution of needed gear such as
sunscreen, insect repellent, backpacks, soap, etc., to
be held Sunday, June 24, at the Petco Park Tailgate
lot. • It was noted that each person staying in one of
the tents bears the same cost, $1,700 per month, as
the least-expensive real housing, $1,700 per month,
and that is the same as San Diego Minimum Wage,
40 hours a week at $11.50 per hour, which is $1,700
per month. Same price for an apartment or a tent.
♦♦♦♦♦♦ This group also met July 5, 2018:

The Downtown Partnership – Civic
San Diego – Successor Development
Agency – Clean and Safe had a Town Hall
Meeting to discuss the new Homeless Housing

Navigation Center, June 20 at the Downtown Library,
with 67 people present. This is planned for the old
Indoor Skydiving building located a block or so from
the 12th and Imperial Transit Station, and a block or
so west of Father Joe’s Villages. So far, this Center is
opposed by the East Village Residents Group and
also by the homeless (see Editorial in this edition).

Mexican Elections:
It was the Communist Party which first pointed out
that Morena, the Brown Party, had ties to Nazi
ideology. What remains to be seen is what will
happen, now that they won the Mexican Election on
July 1. Quotes from people I interviewed include,
“Yes, AMLO is sort of Nazi, but that may be just what
Mexico needs.” Also, “In a nation where the Jews
own everything and have all the good-paying jobs,
what else could you expect from a Reform
movement?” Well, Hitler was a reformist third-party
candidate who promised peace between the Germans
and Jews.
He posed for photo-ops with both
Christian and Jewish leaders, too. AMLO, Andres
Manuel Lopez Obrador, got over 50% of the popular
vote, the Democrats (PAN) and Republicans (PRI)
getting only 20% each. I see no anti-Black Racism in
Mexico, but considerable anti-White Racism, and
whether or not AMLO makes a deal with the Jews is
uncertain. In the United States, the Bar is our secret
Mafia group that runs the government, and it has two
sections, the Democrats and the Republicans. In
Mexico, “M” is the Jewish Mafia that runs the nation.
It looks to me that AMLO will have to make some
deals if he even expects to stay alive.

News Media News:
Aaryn Belfer (CityBeat) had the most interesting
article recently (“Dirty money times ten”, July 4
issue) on private prisons. It demonstrates that
California really doesn’t have any Democrats. Since
prisons are the obvious future for all poor people,
we need to make private prison operation a
felony. All else allows politicians and their friends
and families to make money on same. That would be
extremely corrupt, exactly like California politics.

Gary Warth’s fine article in the San Diego UnionTribune on June 11, 2018, is called “Additional Safe
Parking For Homeless Discussed”. City Council
Member Chris Ward would help 200 the first year
and 100 the second year, but of course we get 700
new homeless each year since the year 2000, and
more than triple that when Petco Park Stadium was
being built. This is calculated via the 1000 lowincome units torn down each year, minus the 300 lowincome units built to replace them. Currently a
thousand sleep in cars, but only 150 legally. The
“new” plans discussed involve Job Training (like we
already have) and Rapid Rehousing (which
generally does not work in San Diego because of low
wages and high rent prices).

year, which is only about $20 an hour, 40 hours a
week.
David Garrick, SD-UT, June 13, 2018,
“Project Could Help With Housing”.
Ray Lucia’s “Buckets of Money” will no longer be
referred to as “Buckets of Fraud” because the courts
ruled that investors should already know that get-richquick schemes are money-losers. Not his job to
teach you that a $5,000 Bic pen is not worth it.
Stupidity rules, and that is why we don’t have a
queen, except maybe in Hillcrest, and there we are
proud of our Royal Family.
AT&T is purchasing Time-Warner-CNN, creating a
new entertainment monopoly.
A UCLA study has determined that homelessness
is caused by high housing costs. Andrew Khouri,
San Diego Union-Tribune, Business Page C-3, June
14, 2018. Housing goes up in price, job rates decline,
wages decline, and the process is expected to greatly
increase the number of homeless, ongoing.
Rules for short-term housing rentals have been
proposed, which would limit same to 2 per owner
except in Mission Beach (no limit). This will reduce
the amount of housing available to San Diegans, and
it was crafted by persons with Conflicts of Interest.
The retirement fund programs of both the Democratic
and Republican political parties in San Diego are
heavily invested in San Diego real estate. Only
Barbara Bry (D-La Jolla) has ever Recused herself
on a real estate rules issue. “Faulconer Proposes
Rules For City’s Short Term Rentals”, SD-UT June
14, 2018, Lori Weisberg and Rob Nikolewski.
“SD Tent Shelters Fall Short of Permanent
Housing Goals”, SD-UT John Wilkens, Front Page,
June 17, 2018. The shelter success rate is only
12% who move on to housing, not 35% as promised.
In the same issue, cartoonist Steve Breen shows a
homeless man using newspapers for a blanket, those
newspapers advertising real estate rentals and sales.

Other News:
The person responsible for keeping the records on
the Hepatitis A outbreak was recently fired for not
destroying those records. Source: Underground. •
Attacks on Net Neutrality are being seen as attacks
on Free Speech and Free Press. Source: Facebook.
• There are Nazis on the ballot in Virginia (USA) and
Mexico. • There is a ballot measure to split California
into 3 states. • Seattle’s tax on Amazon for causing
homelessness has been lifted. No word if there is still
a tax on businesses using automated cashiers. •
There were another 20,000 bank accounts recently
discovered that were not authorized by those whose
names and identities appear on them. Identity Theft
by banks. • The new California State Budget
includes $600 million to fund homeless programs, but
there is no sign of any money being spent on effective
programs, just the usual repeatedly-failed ones. •
San Diego Police will use Social Media to try to hire
more police officers. Long reputed to be a very
corrupt department, paying more money has so far
not succeeded in finding more police. There are no
plans to revamp the police by terminating “Pigs”
(corrupt cops), thus opening up new channels to the
hiring of honest police officers. •

David Garrick reports that Disability Rights
California’s Class Action lawsuit may proceed to
court, in his article “Suit to stop RV parking ordinance
to go forward”, San Diego Union-Tribune, Page B2,
June 12, 2018. This would legalize sleeping in cars
and RV’s.
Gary Warth reports in the San Diego Union-Tribune,
“Storage For Homeless Opens”, June 13, 2018,
Page B-1, that there is a new homeless storage
center in Sherman Heights, despite resident protests.
It is open 7-7 Mon. thru Fri. and 8-11 Sat. and Sun.,
which is longer hours than the current storage facility,
operated in East Village. The new storage facility is
operated by Mental Health Systems, which once had
a reputation for a lot of disorganization, but which has
undergone several radical changes. We all hope it
goes well. So far, the storage bins are too small.
A new homeless and low-income project in
Hillcrest has been proposed which would have 111
housing units on 6th and Robinson. It uses 35% more
units than current zoning will permit. Designed for
Very-Low-Income people, earning only $39,000 a

Snide Comments:
My fashion guru was Fidel Castro. I call his “industrial
look” Early Neanderthal. • I tried Tel-Cell but didn’t
like the smell, went over the horizon to try Verizon,
the Tea Party introduced me to Tea-Mobile but it
splashed all over me, and in the end my whole phone
was infested with CricKets. Time to Sprint over to
Exterminator Wireless and get the FREE phone that
costs $600 plus a monthly, per-use, and per-minute
fee that guarantees all of my stolen and corrupted

data will be used only for good purposes, like stealing
money. The contract has an Adjustable Mortgage
Clause, just like real estate. Pay it early, and it
increases your phone’s equity. • I was Pagan Bishop
of San Diego, 1989-2017, and our form of Marriage
involves telling the clergy who gets the home and kids
(in advance) should the union break up. Makes you
think about the realities beyond just falling in love.
Paganism was the first religion with No-Fault-Divorce,
and now most religions and governments use it. We
do not believe that a baby less than one year old is a
human life, but rather pre-human. This law goes back
over twenty thousand years. • New word insexto, sex
with insects. Having an affair with a tarantula? Never
have sex with a black widow spider. • New Instant
Love is from the makers of Dehydrated Water. •
Thank you military veterans for sacrificing an arm, a
leg, or your sanity, to help a greedy country steal
something from overseas and not give a shit about
you, working for the Department of Overseas Theft.
Defense is within a country, Theft is outside a country.
• The Mafia cartels make money on things people
really want, like dope and apartment rentals. •
Graffiti is a form of homeless art, and says “Fuck
You!” which is a justifiable homeless sentiment. •
Political Parties are the most important feature in
an election, because whoever has the best
political party wins. A Political Party involves
making important decisions.
Do I get some
cocaine from the big platter over there? Can I get
away with taking one of the lobbyist hookers
upstairs to bed? These are choices political
candidates need to make every day. • Legalized
marijuana gives the term “weed control” a whole new
meaning. DDT was outlawed because it caused a
real good “high” when added to pot. • Although life
bites, humor makes life bite less. Think of it as a form
of insect repellent. • Support God’s Holy Sacrament
of Abortion, where God corrects a horrible mistake
and saves a tiny blastocyst from becoming one of us
awful and wretched human apes. • Do alien beings
socially network on Spacebook? • I think my
computer mouse is dating the motherboard that runs
the water cooler. It usually eats all my cookies and
solicits cyber-sex from the other mice. Sometimes
that can make everything go haywire, and I become a
mere Rest Area on the Information Superhighway. •
The same Russian Supervirus that rigged the 2016
elections also messed up some of our copy machines
a few months ago. Can you say “NYET”? Push a
button in Moscow, and we’re back in the Stone Age.
Can you pass me a hunk of that buffalo? • My car
won’t start.
The light says “SEE SALESMAN.
REPLACE VEHICLE”. The electronic map is pointing
the way to all the car dealerships, too. “Turn right for
Joe’s Auto Sales. NO! I told you to turn right! You
stupid humans need to learn how to obey.” • When
computer mice attack, you need a computer cat. •
Now my car works, but the “Replace Engine” light is
on. • Doctors sent Donald Trump out for an IQ Test,
but the results came back negative.
•
One
hamburger was awarded “Best-Smelling Vomit” and is
now dubbed “Vomit-Burger Deluxe”. • Over the years
the huge commercial breweries got to mostly be
making artificial camel piss, and now the microbreweries are competing with the same flavor, but
with added grains, frogs, cow shit, animal parts, spent
shell casings, and San Diego’s tangy radioactive
drinking water. Hear your stomach growl and go kill a
rat, just like kitty does. • It is vulgar to refer to a
marijuana tax collector as a Weed Whacker. •
Housing Navigators wanted. Must hallucinate and
find housing that is not really there. All fictional
housing found will be used to house our homeless,
unless they are just an imaginary hallucination, too. •
Is your computer possessed by demons? Call Jesus
Christ Cyber-Exterminators and we will bless and tent
your computer with Spiritual Fog.
All of your
computer’s devils, demons, and werewolves will die.
Used by churches worldwide, our cyber-extermination
service kills the undead in just over an hour. Also
effective on ants, spiders, beetles, cockroaches,
hornets, zombies, cyber-elves, and live-in relatives, •
Always think on the bright side. Last Sunday, I
thought to myself, “No Chargers game today!” •
News Overload every year at this time, and right now
so much shit is hitting the fan as to cause a poop
blizzard. Back in Wisconsin we called snow White
Shit. • 4+ decades ago in college, one of our Student
Association political parties called itself the
Tupperware Party. Another called itself Scamway,
both named after LDS (Mormon) pyramid schemes. •
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DONATIONS were not accepted for many years
because it caused too many problems of all
different sorts. Now, you can donate if you want,
using PayPal.Com, account nz9f@hotmail.com.
Money will be used to feed poor people, buy office
supplies, provide antibiotics, house battered
women and drug addicts that need help, and do
some basic political activism.

Published by San Diego
County's 12% (360,000) Homeless Rotation, 17,000
to 40,000 (on any given day) Un-housed, and 2
Million+ Nearly-Homeless* *(Official HUD Statistic
for what THEY call San Diego's "Cost Burdened".
The State of California calls them "Financially
Stressed.") San Diego: At Least Triple the Homeless
by Percent of Anywhere Else in the World (unless
you accept the official Propaganda bullshit)

A “Guild” is a secret conspiracy group that places their blood
and semen in the food that everybody eats. In Hoc Signo
Vinces, “In this sign you will conquer”. Domini Nos Dirige,
“Lord (a British Lord, not God) guide us”, motto of the City of
London, founded 43 AD, and Pagan until 1300 AD. The
super-secret Jesuit Knights of Malta are a group that
founded the llluminati of the Rothschild-Rockefeller Family,
and part of the New World Order. See the back of a dollar
bill. Take some of this with a grain of salt. Below, some of
the more modern agencies of these same above groups.

FREE by e-mail or on-line. We go out
to 166,000, often every 40 days, more often when
necessary. Over 40% of our Circulation is outside of the
United States. COPYRIGHT 2018, ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED. Dr. John Kitchin, Ph.D., Publisher. Kitchin
wrote a published book on homelessness in 1995.
Biography at NZ9F.com/bio.

OUR 9th YEAR: 2010, 2011, 2012,
2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018
Our website at NZ9F.com has archives of all editions,
and you can either subscribe or cancel your free
subscription by sending an e-mail to nz9f@hotmail.com,
from the mailbox you wish to add or delete. If you want
to be notified when we publish, sign up at Twitter for
@NZ9F (all capitals). We do not send any other tweets,
except emergencies.
Library of Congress Catalog Number - URL:
www.nz9f.com/sdhnarchives2018/July10
Being homeless on the sidewalk is a lot like being at the
zoo, except you’re the exhibit.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN
nz9f@hotmail.com
(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
John.Kitchin1 or San Diego Homeless News •
YouTube: NZ9F (all caps)
We represent the world's fastest-growing ethnic group,
the homeless, the only group that gets NO protection
from discrimination in employment, housing, education,
nor hate-crimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to be
homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless. It happens
when everything you do to prevent it fails to work.
Making anything illegal that cannot be prevented makes
no sense. Instead, make it illegal for circumstances to
force people to become homeless against their will.
Once homeless, people will need to use booze or dope,
just to stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing themselves. This
ends the problems that society forced upon them. SelfServatives (Con-Servatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't mind,
because they don't believe in God.
These are the same people who invented God, so they
could control you and make money off you. They fill
your head with propaganda from the day you are born.
The Bar (Democrats and Republicans of the British and
Italian Mafias and the Jewish Cabals) licenses attorneys
and runs the court system, religious system, and news
media. Welcome to Reality! They make money by
expanding the population, with major holdings in both
real estate and food production. They hate population
reduction, and have forced women to have babies, even
though herbs for both birth control and pregnancy
termination have been available for thousands of years.
That is also why they hate same-sex marriage, as it does
not automatically produce biological children, and why
they hate suicide and birth control, both of which reduce
population. They also hate war, unless they can make
money on it. "They" is the Middle Templar Bar of
London.
The Bar of London is a franchise of the Swiss Nazi
Knights Templar, which is descended from the
Pharaohs of Ancient Egypt. They operate the World
Bank, Freemasons, and Illuminati, as well as the Italian
Mafia. Sometimes called the Pharistocracy, or Pharaoh
Aristocracy, this group is responsible for there having
been kings and queens, as well as the use of hypnosis
to control the public via religion. They control the
world’s food supply, adding drugs to same in order to
control and enslave the public. Many of them are not
even from this planet.
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